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The well preserved broch of Dun Suladale (NMRS no: NG35SE 2; NGR NG 37451 52577) is located in the centre of a fl at topped rocky outcrop 
2.7km inland from the head of Loch Snizont in the NW of the Isle of Skye (Illustration 1).  Dun Suladale is set in an area of upland heather moorland 
containing frequent rocky outcrops with the site of Dun Suladale being one of the most prominent.  A number of small streams running N-S drain 
the boggy lower lying areas surrounding the broch.  The site commands open views (Plates 1&2) especially to the north over Loch Snizont to Lewis 
and Harris beyond.  Southwards the ridge of the Cuillin Hills can be seen in the distance.

Location

Illustration 1: Location plan of Dun Suladale



Plate 1: Panoramic view looking north from Dun Suladale over Loch Snizort.

Plate 2: Panoramic view looking looking north over Dun Suladale to Loch Snizont beyond.
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Plates
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Illustration 2: Dun Suladale Topographic Survey Plan
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Plate 3: Dun Suladale from the NW showing the rocky knoll on which it sits.

Plate 4: Feature A, Enclosure wall to N of broch, from E Plate 5: Feature A, Enclosure wall to SW of broch, from N

Site Description

Dun Suladale occupies the centre of a plateau (Plate 3; Illustration 5) on 
which it sits and is surrounded by an enclosing wall (Illustration 2: Feature 
A) that follows the top of the rocky outcrop closely on the E, S and W sides. 
The wall is now reduced to a low grass covered stony bank (Plates 4 & 5) 
varying between 1.0m and 1.8m in width and surviving up to 0.3m high.  
The area enclosed by this wall is sub-rectangular, has a total area of 1268m2 
extending for 45m by 32m, with the broch sitting towards the north of the 
enclosure.  The entrance through the enclosure wall lies to the NW, in line 
with the entrance to the broch itself.

Illustration 3:  South-facing orthoimage section through structure and rocky knoll on which it is situated along with surrounding lower ground. 
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Detail Plan and Sections
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Below left: Illustration 4: Detail plan of Dun Suladale with labelled features and section locations.  
Below right: Illustration 5: Sections through structure with extrapolated wall lines. 
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Plate 6: Exterior S elevation of Dun Suladale showing areas of collapsed rubbble lying against 
broch wall, from S.

Plate 7: Exterior E elevation of Dun Suladale, from E

Site Description

Plate 8: Exterior N elevation of Dun Suladale showing large quarried blocks and 
smaller pinning between, from N.

The exterior broch wall remains standing up to a height of 2.4m.  
Where not obscured by large deposits of fallen rubble the facings of 
the walls can be seen as large quarried blocks up to 0.4m by 0.5m in 
dimension (Plates 6&7).  The blocks are laid in rough courses with 
the gaps between them fi lled with small pinning stones (Plate 8), 
although in many places these have fallen out.  An appreciable batter 
can be seen on the outer wall face, with each course set c.0.1m back 
from the one below (Illustration 4; Illustration 5: Section GH)

The interior face of the broch wall is constructed in much the same 
manner as the outer face with large quarried blocks and small pinning 
stones laid in rough courses.  As the interior of the broch is fi lled with 
rubble the inner walls are a maximum of 1.4m high, and there is no 
appreciable batter (Illustration 5: All Sections).  No scarcement ledge 
can be identifi ed, however this feature may be obscured by the large 
amounts of rubble present within the interior.  
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The broch wall varies between 3.1m and 3.7m in thickness and is 
punctuated by a number of intra-mural features.  The entrance to 
the broch (Illustration 4: Feature B, Plates 9-11) is on the NW of the 
wall circuit, comprising a passageway 3.6m long and 0.7m wide.  
The entrance passageway is now choked with rubble leaving a gap 
1.3m high between the lowest point of the rubble and the surviving 
lintels.  

Four surviving lintels cap the entrance passage (Illustration 7), the 
inner two of which have split vertically but still remain in-situ.  A 
further displaced lintel (Illustration 4: Feature C; Plate 9) lies on top 
of the rubble fi lling the passageway.  No bar holes or door checks 
can be seen within the entrance passage (Illustration 6).

Plate 9: Exterior of broch entrance passageway (B) with displaced lintel (C) within the 
passageway in foreground, from NW.

Plate 10: Interior of broch entrance passageway (B) showing cracked lintel, with upper 
level cell (E) above and right of the entrance, from SE. 

Plate 11: Opening to cell 1 from broch entrance passage, almost completely fi lled  
with only lintel slab visible, from E. 

The
entrance 
passage



The
entrance 
passage

Illustration 6: Pointcloud orthoimage showing internal south (above) and north (below) elevations 
of the entrance passage

Illustration 7:  Render of photogrammetric mesh 
of the entrance passage lintels, from beneath.

Exterior is at the top and interior is at the bottom. 
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Immediately south of and originally accessed through the right hand wall of the 
entrance passage is a guard cell (Illustration 4: Cell 1).  The opening now lies below 
the level of rubble within the entrance passage but a lintel slab forming the top of 
the opening can be made out at the very base of the rubble (Plate 11).  The top of this 
lintel lies 1.3m below those forming the roof of the entrance passage.  This suggests 
that unless the opening to the guard cell was very low indeed that the entrance 
passageway would have been over 2m in height. 

The guard cell, Cell 1, comprises an oval chamber, accessed from the broch entrance 
passage.  The cell is now largely fi lled with rubble, with access only possible through 
the collapsed chamber roof (Plate 12).  The chamber measures 2.0m long by 1.6m 
wide internally. The chamber is corbelled more steeply on the interior (E) side and 
more vertically on the exterior (W) side (Illustration 5: Section CD).  The corbelled 
chamber appears to be relatively stable in its current condition, even though the cap 
stones have collapsed or been removed. The hole in the top of the chamber measures

Plate 12: Cell 1 viewed from broch wall, through opening in cell ceiling, from S.    

1.3m by 1.0m.  The fl oor is not visible through the rubble but the highest surviving 
stone of the corbel lies 1.7m above the rubble and 1.9m above the lintel in the entrance.

In the SW of the broch wall, Cell 2 (Illustration 4: Cell 2) is sub-rectangular, measuring 
4.9m by 1.4m internally. Cell 2 is now almost completely fi lled with rubble with 
a maximum of two courses of stone being visible (Plate 13).  In the area of Cell 2 
the outer broch wall has collapsed outwards and survives c. 1m lower than the 
interior wall.  The collapse of the outer broch wall may be due to Cell 2 having been 
constructed close to the outer wall of the broch.  The internal wall face of Cell 2 can be 
easily traced round the S to NE sides, but around the N and W sides, stone collapsed 
from the interior makes these sides harder to discern.  Cell 2 is in generally poor 
condition with the outer wall having collapsed, however there does not appear to be 
any immediate risk of further collapse, and the rubble choked interior may be better 
preserved than the upper levels suggest.

Plate 13: View of Cell 2 showing collapsed outer broch wall to left and rubble fi lled 
interior of the cell, from NW.

 Site Description: Cells 1&2
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Almost directly opposite the broch entrance passageway is the 
entrance to Cell 3 (Illustration 5: Section CD).  It is now a rubble-
fi lled passage (Illustrations 4: Cell 3; Plates 14, 16, 17;) measuring 
5.1m in length and 0.9m wide.  The interior of Cell 3 is a curving 
space containing a fl ight of intra-mural steps (Illustrations 8&9; 
Plate 16), leading to level 2 of the broch.  The lower level of Cell 3 
is roughly square ended, extending 1.0m to the N of the entrance 
passage where the cell is 1.2m wide.  To the S of the entrance 
passage, the cell extends curving with the broch wall to the W. 
The lowest of fi ve steps (Illustration 4: Feature D) is reached 3.4m 
into the cell, the rubble fi lled interior of the cell may however 
be masking further steps.  The steps lead anticlockwise, rising 
between 0.08m and 0.18m with the individual steps being 0.14m 
to 0.21m wide. The walls of Cell 3 are well faced where surviving 
and visible. 

In the NE of the broch is Cell 4 (Plate 15) which comprises an oval 
chamber, the entrance to which is not clear due to a large rubble 
spread in the vicinity.  Cell 4 measures 4.4m in length by 1.7m wide 
and is rubble fi lled, especially to its NW end, where the quantity 
of rubble makes wall line hard to see.  Where the walls are clear of 
rubble Cell 4 has, as in other areas of the broch, well-faced walls with 
large quarried blocks and small pinning stones.  The walls of Cell 4 
corbel upwards with each course overhang the one below by c. 0.1m.

Plate 15: Cell 4 showing rubble fi lled northern end and corbelling on interior 
elevation, from NW.    

 Site Description: Cells 3&4

Plate 14: Cell 3 showing rubble fi lled northern end (foreground) and intra-mural 
stairs at the southern end (background), from N.    
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     Cell 3 intra-mural stair

Clockwise from top left: 
Illustration 8: Photogrammetry mesh of Cell 3 intra-mural 
staircase (Feature D); Plate 16: Stairs (Feature D) rising 
anticlockwise around broch within Cell 3, from NE.   
Plate 17: View down stairs within Cell 3 show-
ing the rubble fi lled northern end of the cell, 
from SW; Illustration 9: Plan view 
of Cell 3 photogrammetry 
mesh



On top of the surviving wall, to the north of the entrance passage 
and at a higher level than the lintels is the curved N end of an 
oval Cell or long gallery (Illustration 4: Feature E, Plate 18).   
This feature would have extended over the top of the entrance 
passage.  The surviving remains of this cell extend for 0.9m and 
measure 1.5m wide with a maximum of three courses standing 
up to 0.6m high. 

Around the base of the rocky knoll on which the broch sits 
lies the remains of a settlement (NMRS no. NG35SE 16) that 
comprises small sub-rectangular and sub-oval structures 
(Illustration 3: Feature H, Plate 19). 

Plate 18 (above right): One of the small structures (Feature H) that 
lie around the base of the rocky knoll on which Dun Suladale sits , 
from N.

Plate 19 (right): One of the small structures (Feature H) that lie 
around the base of the rocky knoll on which Dun Suladale sits , from 
N.

Site Description
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Feature F13

Site Description: The interior

The interior of the broch is fi lled with rubble (Plates 20&21), originating from the 
collapse of the walls. Within this rubble two short stretches of wall face can be made 
out in the N (Illustration 4: Feature F, Plate 22) and SW (Illustration 4: Feature G) of 
the broch interior. These wall faces are probably the remains of secondary buildings 
constructed within the interior of the broch.

Plate 20 (left): Rubble-fi lled interior of Dun Suladale, from NE.

Plate 21 (below left): Rubble-fi lled interior of Dun Suladale, from SW.

Plate 22 (below right): Feature F, possible structure built in the interior of Dun 
Suladale



 Orthoimages

Illustration 10: Orthographic plan view of laser scan pointcloud fi ltered by height. 
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Orthoimages
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Illustration 11:  Isometric view
orthoimage of laser scan pointcloud,
fi ltered by height, from high-level NW.



Orthoimages
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Illustration 12:  Isometric view orthoimage of laser scan pointcloud fi ltered by height, from the NE.
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Illustration 13: Isometric view orthoimage of laser scan pointcloud fi ltered by height, from the SW.
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Illustration 14: Isometric view orthoimage of laser scan pointcloud fi ltered by height, from low-level NW.



    Orthoimages

Illustration 15: Orthoimage of the meshed data from the S (top) and W (bottom) showing ruinous exterior wall of the broch including 
rubble spread  (Figure scale: 1.8m).

Illustration 12:  Orthoimage of 
the pointcloud data showing the 
SE exterior broch wall including 

tumbled stone slipping down the cliff
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Illustration 12:  Orthoimage of 
the pointcloud data showing the 
SE exterior broch wall including 

tumbled stone slipping down the cliff

10m
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    Orthoimages
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Illustration 16:  Orthoimage of the meshed data from the E (top) and N (bottom) showing ruinous exterior wall of the broch 
including rubble spread  (Figure scale: 1.8m).



    Perspective view

N
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Illustration 17:  Perspective view (normal eye view) orthoimage of the meshed data from the E (Figure scale: 1.8m).



    Perspective view

10m

N
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Illustration 18:  Perspective view (normal eye view) orthoimage of the meshed data from the N (Figure scale: 1.8m).



Survey Metadata

The measured survey was undertaken using a Trimble FX laser scanner.  The FX scanner is a phase comparison system, capable of full dome scanning at ranges of c.0.5m to 50m, 
at resolutions of up to 92 lines per degree.  Scanning was undertaken at Dun Suladale yielding a typical point-cloud resolution of 23mm at 30m from the instrument at each station.  
Overlapping stations mean that the majority of the broch is scanned at a greater resolution.  The survey was controlled using spherical targets, located using a Trimble S6 total station 
with site control provided by a Trimble R6 GPS using the “VRS Now” service.  The laser scan data was registered in Trimble Realworks v.9.1.

Interpreted detail was surveyed in the fi eld using the Trimble S6 total station, on the same grid as the control survey, allowing interpretation to be overlain on the laser scan data.  The 
fi nal site illustrations were produced in AutoCAD 2009, Adobe Illustrator, Pointools and Blender. 

A detailed photographic record was produced. A detailed descriptive record was compiled in the fi eld which forms the basis for the survey report.
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Plate 23: Scanning the broch of Dun Suladale, from NE



 

Station No. of points Number of spherical 
targets

Mean target fi tting  
error (m)

Suladale010 9 788 090 4 0.003

Suladale011 10 304 144 6 0.003

Suladale012 10 540 400 6 0.002

Suladale013 10 159 366 6 0.003

Suladale014 10 476 192 6 0.006

Suladale015 10 102 996 6 0.006

Suladale016 9 466 980 6 0.006

Suladale017 10 422 676 6 0.004

Suladale018 9 483 415 5 0.003

Suladale019 10 310 704 6 0.001

Suladale020 10 815 075 6 0.001

Suladale021 11 417 232 6 0.002

Suladale022 11 536 144 6 0.003

Suladale023 17 115 355 6 0.001

Suladale024 16 200 748 4 0.002

Suladale025 17 900 129 4 0.025

Suladale026 18 691 224 5 0.027

Suladale027 16 030 968 6 0.022

Suladale028 15 755 891 6 0.028

Suladale029 17 096 321 6 0.018

Suladale030 14 295 952 6 0.018

Suladale031 11 357 862 5 0.021

Suladale032 16 444 364 6 0.012

Suladale033 14 235 941 6 0.006

Suladale034 16 841 265 6 0.007

Suladale036 15 097 934 6 0.001

Suladale037 18 317 315 - -

Suladale038 17 752 312 5 0.001

Suladale039 41 150 137 6 0.001

Suladale040 17 115 901 6 0.001

Suladale042 16 856 479 6 0.002

Suladale043 16 659 974 6 0.002

Suladale044 17 205 299 6 0.001

Suladale045 14 716 451 6 0.001

Suladale046 17 610 047 6 0.001

Suladale047 16 549 582 6 0.002

Suladale048 2 029 474 6 0.001

Suladale049 3 599 054 - -

Suladale050 4 960 546 - -

Illustration 19:  Key plan showing locations of scanner stations during survey of Dun Suladale

Survey Metadata
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Table 1:  Laser scanner station metadata

n
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